
The Ki-Oke Low Table is designed by OEO Studio and crafted by Shuji Nakagawa ( 2 )

Precious Boxes designed by OEO Studio for Kaikado ( 5 )Collage Transparent is a new typology of Nishijin textile for curtains. Designed by OEO Studio for Hosoo ( 1 )
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The Ki-Oke Stool designed by OEO Studio and crafted by Shuji Nakagawa ( 2 )

Pillows in Starry Indigo textile. Designed by OEO Studio for Hosoo ( 1 )

Ice Bucket designed by OEO Studio for Kaikado ( 5 )

Champagne Cooler designed by OEO Studio for Kaikado ( 5 )

Traditional tea bowls by Asahiyaki ( 3 )

Handmade traditional bamboo flower baskets by Kohchosai Kosuga ( 6 )

Chrysanthemum lampshades designed by OEO Studio for Kanaami-Tsuji ( 4 )

Tray with exquisite coloured glazing designed by OEO Studio for Asahiyaki ( 3 )

Solid wood flooring in anthracite grey stained Heart Oak from Danish flooring brand Dinesen

Oak shelving from Danish flooring brand Dinesen

Since its launch in 2013, Japan Handmade in collaboration with Copenhagen-based OEO Studio, 
has brought the tactile pleasure, poetry and soul of Japanese craftsmanship to the world. For this 
year’s Salone del Mobile, Japan Handmade presents a striking crafts installation that presents a 
new vision of luxury deeply embedded in age-old heritage. 

The installation, entitled ‘A Moment in Time,’ presents new objects made by the six crafts companies 
– the majority of which have been designed by OEO Studio.  

The idea behind the crafts installation is to curate a sacred space dedicated to reading, the Japanese 
tea ceremony and meditation as well as socialising with friends and family. The result is a modern                                                                                    
interpretation of the traditional Japanese ritual space, touching on wabisabi (the beauty of       
imperfection) and the tactile sensibilities of Zen.


